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1. TECHNICAL ISSUES
Scientists affiliated with the George C. Marshall Institute
have undertaken an examination of the observational and theoretical evidence pertaining to the global warming problem,
prompted by a growing sense of alarm over the "greenhouse
threat" among scientists, governments and the general public.
This summary contains highlights from the results of their
analysis.
One of the main reasons for public concern is the fact that
the temperature of the earth has gone up approximately half a
degree Celsius in the last 100 years. The increase coincided with
a substantial increase in the amount of carbon dioxide and
other greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. The increased concentration of these greenhouse gases is apparently the result of
human activity, such as the burning of coal, oil and gas.
Several scientific groups have concluded that manmade
emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases are the
cause of much or all of the rise in global temperatures that has
been observed since the turn of the century. They predict that if
the atmospheric concentration of greenhouse gases continues
to increase, the average temperature of the earth will rise in the
21st century by at least 1.5-4.5 C, or as much as ST.
According to these scientific groups, a significant temperature rise could lead to recurrent and severe summer drought in
the midwestem states of the United States and other productive
agricultural regions. The worst-case scenarios predict a rise in
sea level by as much as 15-25 feet as a result of the greenhouse
warming, inundating areas of New York, Miami and other
coastal cities as well as low-lying river deltas and islands such as
the Maldives. The lives of hundreds of millions of individuals
would be disrupted.
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Simulation of Global Climate by Computer Programs.
How accurate are the forecasts on which these predictions are
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small compared to many nature warmmg and c o o h n g e f ^ ^
that mfluence the earthschmateTotreat this small manmade
effect wlthauseful degree of accuracy, they must he ahle to
compute the natural changeslnthe earth's climate with great
precision.
The calculations that attempt to achieve this precision are
performedwithacomputermodel ofthe earthand its oceans
and atmosphere The model consists of equations that imitate
mathematically the forces controlling the earths climate These
equations are transcribed intoalengthy computer program
with tens of thousands of lines of code.
One part of the mathematicalprogram, for example, de
scribes the flow of heat from the sun downward to the earth's
surface, and the 8ow of heat backup again to space from the
ground This section of the computer code would include the
effect of the greenhouse gases in the atmosphere in blocking the
upward flow of heat and warming the planet lt would also in
elude attempts to describe the effect of clouds on the climate,
both in blocldng the upward flow of heat and warming the
planet, and in blocking or reflecting sunlight from above, and
thus cooling the planet.
Another set of equations in the computer attempts to de
scribe how large masses of air flow around the earth, from the
continents to the oceans and vice versa. Additional equations
checl^ the humidity of the moving masses of air, and mathe
matically form clouds in the computer when the humidity ap
proaches 100^ Flow realistically the clouds are simulated in
the computing program hasama^or impact on the predictions
oftheamountofgreenhousewarming. As noted below,clouds
are the largest source of error in current climate forecasts^
Still other equations describe how the heat coming down
fromaboveisabsorbedbythe oceans, and how ^uicldy this heat
is transferred to the deeper waters of the oceans Accuracym
these last equations is also critical, because they determine
whetherthe earth warms slowly or c^uic^lym^esponse to an
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increasemcarbon dioxide a n d ^
motion on the speedwithwhichthe greenhouse effect wiii set
in isavitaipart of the ciimate scientists input to poiicymakers
Inali, upwards of ^Ohasicand supporting equations are pro
grammedfor the computer tocreatea mathematical simulation or "modei" of the earths ciimate.The models predictions
also depend on dozens of parameters or "constants" whose val
ues are assumed at the start of the computation Some are ac
curately known asaresult of observations^ for others, including
some of great importance, the climate modeler has to ^uess the
right value.
The computations are exceedingly complicated, not only hecause they involve so many equations and parameters, hut also
because the whole system of equations is locked together hy the
"feedback" terms which make each equation dependent on one
or several of the others Asaresult,acomputation of the simu
latedclimatefor thenext lOOyearscanre^uireasmuchas
10,000 trillion individual bits of arithmetic.
Importance of Computing Po^er. Greenhouse forecasts
could be madeboth moreaccurate and more timely^and,
therefore, more useful to policymakers^if the leading climate
forecasting groups had more powerful computing facilities for
their work Supercomputers now on the market o f f e r a l S f o l d
speed increase over the best computers now used by scientists
working on the greenhouse problem. Even faster computers are
underdevelopment The Department of Energy announceda
plan in i^0foraneventuall0,000 fold increase in the perfor
mance of climate-forecasting computers.^
These supercomputers can diminisherrors anduncertainties in the global forecasts resulting from inadequate allowance
for the effect of ocean currents They will also allow greenhouse
forecasters to make the first serious attempts at useable regional
forecasts^anachievementnot within their grasp at present.
The availability of substantially greater computing power
should lead to dramatic improvements inthe accuracyof re
gional forecasts and the overall pace of progress in global warming research.

T ^ G ^ N ^ U S E ^ ^ ^

Cr^ca^y important policy decisions meeting the five
triiiiondoiiarUSeconomydepend on the reliability o f t h e
predictions ^eneratedhy the greenhouse forecasting groups
One hundred million dollars would purchase top line super
computer complexes for the four ma^or scientific groups work
ing intensively on the greenhouse problem. The expenditure
would beasolid investment in the future of the economy
Clouds andtbeCreenhouse Problem. Clouds cover roughly
half the earths surface at any given time, shielding this large
area from the sun^s rays Asaconse^uence they haveacooling
effect on the climate. Clouds also haveaheating effect because,
like greenhouse gases, they bloc^ the upward flow of heat to
space from the earths surface. However, recent satellite measurements have shown that while individual clouds have vari
ous effects that can contribute either to heating or cooling, the
overalleffectoftheearth^scloudcoveristo cool the planets
Clouds createaproblem for the greenhouse forecaster be
cause the overall natural cooling effect noted above is ten times
larger than the manmade greenhouse warming projected for
the middle of the next century.
Because the effect of the natural background of clouds on
the input of heat to the earth^ssurface is so much larger than
the predicted greenhouse effect,asmall change in the cloud
cover can either diminish the manmade greenhouse warming
byavery large amount, or magnify it byavery large amount
However, small changes in cloud cover are very hard to pre
dictConse^uently,cloudsma^e the greenhouse effect extreme
lydifficult to predict with even the roughest degreeof accuracy
They are the largest single source of error in the greenhouse
forecasts.
Arecent
studypublishedbytheU.K Meteorological
Office ^ M O ^ illustrates the largechanges in forecasts of glob
al warming that result from seemingly modest changes in the
way clouds are handledmthe computations.
TheU^MOcomputationof ^lobalwarmingrefinedthis
simple description of clouds and cloud formation by allowing
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for variations in the concentration of water droplets in the
clouds making up each cloud-covered region. This seemingly
minor change can have a large effect on the greenhouse problem because a dense cloud-i.e., a cloud with a high concentration of water droplets-reflects a large fraction of incoming
solar radiation, and thus is more effective than a thin cloud m
screening the earth's surface from incident sunlight.
In other words, such water-heavy clouds (which often have
a fleecy, white appearance to the eye because they reflect so
much sunlight) tend to cool the earth. If more of these bright,
water-heavy clouds appear in the atmosphere in response to
the initial greenhouse warming, they will cool the planet and
cut down the magnitude of the warming, acting as a negative
feedback.
Introducing these and other elements of the real world into
the computing program turned out to have a very large impact
on the global warming predictions. The cloud feedback magnifies the small initial greenhouse warming that occurred in
direct response to the addition of CO;.
The changes reduced the greenhouse warming computed by
the UKMO scientists by more than a factor of two—from 5.2 C
to 1 9'C 'The UKMO treatment of cloud feedback is far from
the last word on this subject. However, the fact that a moderate
change in one aspect of the greenhouse computation produces
such a large reduction in the predicted amount of global warming, confirms the suspicion that current predictions of the size
of the greenhouse effect are extremely fragile.
Limited Value of the EOS Satellites for Greenhouse Research. The measurement of cloud properties emerges as a key
requirement for improved computer forecasts of global warming Other critical atmospheric variables, in addition to clouds,
that require monitoring for improved climate forecasting in* These results refer to the case in which the CO2 concentration is doubled at
the start of the calculation. The computer models are then used to calculate
how much the global average temperature rises in response to this increase
in carbon dioxide.
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T h e particle content of t h ^ p h e r e , contributed mainly by volcanic dust,
manmade pollution and biological activity.
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small and r ^ r i v ^ m ^ ^
tosupply the key observarions needed b y t h e c l l m a t e f ^ ^
ing community ^network of such cllmatespeclflc satellites,
calledCLlMSATs, hasheen proposedhy cllmatescientlsts
Hansen, Rossow and Fung^
Each CLIMSATwould carry the same set of Instruments^
minimal package needed to flllmthegapsme^stlng observing
programsforclouds,aerosolsandother key quantities. The
individual instrument packages would weigh less than 200
kilograms, could he placed onasatelliteswithamass of appro^
imately 1000 kilograms ^vs. 15,000 kilograms for EO^,could he
launchedonanofftheshelfrocl^etofDeltaclass and would
cost roughly ^100 million for instruments plus s a t e l l i t e s ^3
billion for E05^
Anetworkofsi^CLlMSATs would provide global monitor
ing of clouds andother variables every four hours onthe average, and would cost less than ^800 million, including launch
costs The instruments proposed by Hansen and his colleagues
have been tested in orbit in previous missions and require little
or no further development The network could be in orbit by
1^41^5 if the program is initiatedinthe near future.
The network of CLIMSATs would satisfy all the ma^or re
^uirementsofaglobal climate monitoring network which are,
by and large, not satisfied by EOS^ timely initiation of the pro
graminrelation to the needs ofthe policymaking community,
reasonable cost, and feasibility of replacement ifasatellite is lost
at launch or in orbit.

2. GREENHOUSE FORECASTS COMPARED WITH
OBSERVATIONS
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The calculations predict several other features of the greenhouse effect that distinguish it from other possible causes of
global warming. A search for these distinguishing features provides an indication as to whether the calculations are correctly
representing the magnitude of the effect.
W a r m i n g i n the Norther n H e m i s p h e r e . One distinguishing
feature is a major difference in warming between the two hemispheres. A l l the greenhouse calculations predict more warming
in the Northern Hemisphere than the Southern Hemisphere,
as a consequence of the greenhouse effect. According to the calculations, the additional warming of the Northern over the
Southern Hemisphere should already have amounted to about
0.5 M in response to the increase in greenhouse gases in the last
100 years. However, the observed temperatures, shown in Figure 2, show no significant difference in temperature trends in
the two hemispheres in the last 100 years.
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Figure 2. Northern and Southern Hemisphere temperature observations.
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W a r m i n g at H i g h L a t i t u d e s . A l l the greenhouse computations predict an intense warming at high latitudes in the
Northern Hemisphere, roughly twice as much as the warming
for the tropical latitudes. The intensity of high-latitude warming in the Northern Hemisphere should be particularly noticeable in the observations for the years subsequent to 1940, since
- this was the period in which the bulk of the greenhouse gases
entered the atmosphere. The observed temperatures, shown in
Figure 3a, indicate no net warming at high latitudes after 1940.
Instead, a significant warming trend appears after 1940 in the
low-latitude observations—a latitude dependence opposite to
the predictions of the greenhouse calculations (Figure 3b).
11
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Figure 3. Observed variations in annual mean temperature in (a) high
latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere and (b) the tropics.
R a p i d W a r m i n g i n the 1980s. The greenhouse computations
indicate a rapid rise in temperatures in the 1980s, as a result of a
large increase in the greenhouse gases in recent years. The results of the calculations for the 1980s, shown in Figure 1, show a
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rise of nearly 0.2 C—significant for a change taking place over
only one decade.
However, highly precise measurements of global temperatures for the 1980s carried out from satellites show no significant change during the 1980s. These accurate satellite measurements contradict the prediction of a strong 1980s warming
trend.
8

8
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1990: Warmest Year i n the Record? Measurements of surface
temperatures taken on continents and islands around the globe
indicate that 1990 was the warmest year in the history of temperature records. This finding is in line with greenhouse
predictions of a rapid warming toward the present end of the
century.
However, the finding is contradicted by satellite measurements of the earth's temperature, obtained by looking down at
the planet from above. The satellite measurements give a more
accurate picture of the average temperature of the planet than
the surface measurements, because they cover the entire globe.
The surface measurements have spotty coverage, with large
gaps over the oceans and sparsely inhabited land areas.
The satellite results, listed in the table below, show no unusual temperature increase in 1990. In fact, the results show
13
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SATELLITE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
Departures from the 1979-1990 mean
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

+ 0.01
+ 0.15
+ 0.08
-0.14
+ 0.12
-0.16
- 0.26
- 0.14
+0.21
+ 0.19
+ 0.00
+0.11
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^Z^&TZXXSMZ
range of temperatures measured in the last decade.
The list of satellite measurements also confirms that as
noted above, no significant warming trend appeared during the
decade of the 1980s. Temperature increases in some years are
balanced by cooling in others.
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dictions are not confirmed.
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Figure 4. Annual average temperature for the contiguous United
States 1900-1984, corrected for urban heat island effect.
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warming has characteristics which distinguish it from temper14
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ature change p r o d u c e d ^
e^ie^ which c o n ^ u ^ ^ f m ^ p ^ o f ^
a ^ ^ 8 g r e 8 ^ ^ m p e ^ u r e ^ e m t h e Northern H e m ^
^ a g r e a t e r temperature rise at high latitudes than at low
tudes^iii) an accelerating increaseintemperatures in the l ^ O s ,
reflecting the rapid increase in greenhouse gases in recent years^
a n d ( i ^ a s u h s t a n t i a l increase in temperature i n t h e U n i t e d
States in the last 100 years
A l l four predictions are contradicted hy the climate changes
that actually o c c u r r e d i n t h e last lOOyears Thepredictions
yielded hy the computer simulations of global warming appear
to fail the test of comparison with observation in nearly every
important respect This does not inspire confidence in the abili
ty of these computer forecasts to predict what will happen in
the ne^t 100 years.
R e a s o n s f o r P o o r ^ u a l i t y o f the Greenhous e Forecasts.
How can the greenhouse calculations be so far off from the ob
servations,andalsosoinconsistentwithoneanother7Thean
swer lies in the fact that these are not really ^calculations^of
temperature, as most laymen would interpret the w o r d . A ^ c a l
culation^soundsli^easolidresult^ an engineer calculates the
sideof the girders needed to support the weight of the traffic on
abridge, for e^ample^ut the greenhouse 'calculations^ are dif
fe^ent.Theyarenotsolid As noted earlier,some twenty partial
differential equations and supporting equations underlie the
greenhouse calculations" of globalclimate. In addition to
dozens o f s o called 'constantsB whose values are crucial to the
f o r e c a s t s b u t o f t e n h a v e t o b e g u e s s e d , t h e whole system is
locked together by feedbacks. The computer program takes tens
of thousands of lines of code.Asingle computation oflOO years
of simulated climate requires about 10,000 trillion individual
bits of arithmetic.
This massive effort is an attempt atacomputer simulation
of an extremely complicated situation—the oceans, atmosphere
and land areas of the earth, all interacting with one another—
and to predict what will happen to this complicated system
when one factor, like the amount of carbon dioxide in the at

15
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mosphere, changes. Many of the critical interactions are poorly
known. Some key interactions probably have not yet even been
identified. It is not reasonable to expect this weak theoretical
edifice to produce estimates of global temperature a century in
the future with any useful degree of accuracy.

16
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GL^AL^ARM^NG
Isthereabetter guide to climate change than the computer
forecasts Gan we give more reliable information to the policy
making community and the energy sector trying to plan intelli
gently for the future?
Therealworldhasimportantinformationfor the climate
expert in this connectionlnthe lastlOO years, the concentration of greenhouse gases increased hy an amount equivalent to
a^O^riseincarhondioxide. Meanwhile, thetemperatureof
theearthrosehyroughlyO^^Suppose weassumethat the
entireglohal warmingof 0.5^ wascausedhy thegreenhouse
effect. Probably not all of it was. Outlet us assume that it was, to
get started.
^ i t h that assumption,we can say that mankind carried out
an experiment, and the results of the experiment are in hand^A
50^ increaseincarbondioxideleads t o a halfdegreerisein
global temperature.
This isasolid finding, because the clouds and oceans in that
"experiments were not computer simulations of clouds and
oceans, but the clouds and oceans of the realworld.The feedbacks in the"experiment"are the feedbacksintherealworld.
These feedbacks are the key factors in determining global
warming, and are so complicated they have to be guessed at by
the theorists, whenthey try toimitatetheclimatein the com
puter programs. An estimate of the coming greenhouse effect,
based on this responseof thereal earth to real greenhouse
gases, should beabetter guide tofutureglobalwarming than
calculationsbasedon the highly uncertaincomputer simulations.
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A Forecast Based on the Real World. How can the results of
this global "experiment" be used to predict the magnitude of
the greenhouse effect in the next century? According to projections of global energy use, between now and the mid to late 21st
century the concentration of greenhouse gases is expected to increase by an amount equivalent, in climate impact, to roughly a
doubling of carbon dioxide over today's levels. If the greenhouse gas increase of the last 100 years, which was equivalent to
a 50% rise in carbon dioxide, was the sole cause of the 0.5 C rise
in temperature, an increase equivalent to a 100% rise, or
doubling, in the concentration of carbon dioxide in the coming
century should produce approximately twice as large a temperature change, i.e., a T C rise.
1

Sources of Uncertainty i n the Forecast. How solid is the
analysis leading to an estimate of a l.O'C temperature rise in
the coming century? That analysis depends on the assumption
that the temperature rise observed in the last 100 years has been
accurately measured and is, in fact, 0.5 "C. If the observed increase of 0.5"C in the last 100 years is itself subject to possible
error because of uncertainties in measurement and gaps in
coverage, the prediction for the next century must be adjusted
to allow for the fact.
The prediction also neglects the fact that the warming of the
earth lags behind the actual increase in greenhouse gases because of the large heat capacity of the oceans. Because of this
ocean thermal lag, the amount of greenhouse warming observed to date, is not the full warming that will eventually result from the greenhouse gases already in the atmosphere The
results of the analysis must be adjusted to allow for this effect.
Finally, the analysis depends on the assumption that the
0 5 C rise in the last 100 years was entirely the result of the
greenhouse effect. If other factors besides the greenhouse effect
have contributed to the 0.5 "C rise, the analysis must be adjusted
to allow for those factors.
o

Adjustment for Errors i n the Temperature Observations.
The IPCC report suggest that the nominal 0.5 °C rise in global

E ^ U ^ E ^ M M ^

^mp^u^m^e^
^ ^ n g e O ^ ^ b ^ u ^ ^ o b ^ v ^ n ^ u n c ^ ^
5mce^chm^imp^^g^nhou^ga^m^2^cen^^
is e x p e c t to be double their i m p ^ m t h e ^ l O O y e a ^
temperature increase produced by tbe greenhouse effect in tbe
n e x t c e n t u r y s h o u i d i i e i n t h e r a n g e O ^ l ^ ^hisrangein
possible temperature increases replaces the initial estimate of
^cean thermal Lag^ because of ocean thermal lag, the global
temperature rise observed to date cannot be the full response to
the greenhouse gas increase that has occurred in the lastlOO
years The extent of the ocean thermal lag depends on the rate
atwhich heatabsorbed at thesurfaceof the ocean is transferred
from the shallow surface layer to the much larger volume of
water at greater depth Recent computations, with the effects of
oceancirculationincluded,showthat^B4of the full warming
appearing in the first 10 years after an increase in greenhouse
gases takes place^ ^Erom this result it can be estimated that
the ocean thermal lag has reduced the warming to date by ap
proximatelyOBl^Accordingly,thel^^ estimate ofarange of
O . ^ ^ for the observed temperature rise should be increased
to 0.^0 7 ^ 5ince the climate impact of increased greenhouse
gases by the mid to late 21st century is expected to be double
their impact in the last 100 years, the projected temperature in
crease in the mid to late 21st century is increased to the range
0814^
natural factors i n climate ^bange^ Theoretical studies of
the natural variability of climate^substantial swings of global
temperature occurring without apparent cause^indicate that
this phenomenon canproducechanges ofthe order o f 0 2 ^
overal00yearperiod,^for climate models close to those used
by the
as the basis for its "best estimate" of global warm
ing. The 0.2^ change due to natural variability can be in either
directions that is, the greenhouse contribution to the observed
warming of 0 ^ . 7 ^ over the last 100 years could have been as
l i t t l e a s 0 2 ^ or as much as 0.9^, after correction for natural
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variability. If the greenhouse impact by the middle of the 21st
century is double the impact of the anthropogenic greenhouse
gases to date, as the IPCC projection indicates, the global warming in the mid 21st century will lie in the range 0.4-1.8'C.
Empirical Limits on 21st Century Warming. This projection
of global warming in the mid-21st century is derived from the
temperature changes observed in the last 100 years, modified to
allow for (i) uncertainties in the temperature observations to
date; (ii) ocean thermal lag; and (iii) possible contributions of
natural variability to the observed 1880-1980 rise.
The midpoint of the projected range 0.4-1.8"C is l.TC. This
empirically based result is significantly lower than the IPCC
"best estimate" of 2.5 °C for the warming expected to occur in
the same time period.
It should be noted that the IPCC estimate is based almost entirely on computer simulations of the earth's climate, whose
predictions to date for the greenhouse effect disagree with observation in nearly every important respect. The limits 0.41.8 C derived above are based on the observations themselves,
i.e., on the earth's known response to a known increase in
greenhouse gases.
The low end of the estimate of 0.4-1.8'C would not have a
significant impact on human affairs. The high end of the estimate—1.8'C spread over half a century or more—may or may
not be significant in the sense of requiring governmental constraints on greenhouse gas emissions. Reduction of the uncertainty in the forecasts is clearly essential if useful information is
to be provided to policymakers.
0
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According to computer s i m ^
the global warming produced by the greenhouse effect has spe
clal characteristics which distinguish it from temperature
changes produced by other causes These characteristics^which
constitute the fingerprint of the greenhouse effect, are contra
dieted by the climate changes that have actually occurred in the
last iOO years.
As matters stand, it is difficult to place any degree of con
fidence in current attempts to simulate the earth's climate, and
in their forecasts for the greenhouse effect in the coming
century,consideringhowpoorlythesesimulations have fared
in accounting for changes observed during the past century.
An empirically based analysis of the future greenhouse effect, based on the actual response of the earth to the increasesin
carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases that have occurred
to date, should beabetter guide to the coming global warming
than forecasts derived from the highly uncertain computer
simulations.
Theresult of the empirical analysis is a temperature increase of not less than O.^C, but not more t h a n l . 8 ^ . This
range of temperatures reflects uncertainties in global measurements to date and possible contributions from natural factors in
climate change.
Theupper limit to thisempiricallybased result is significantly less than the IPCC "best estimates'of2^C for the warm
ing produced under similar assumptions The IPCC estimate is
basedon computer simulations of the earth's climate, whose
predictions for the greenhouse effect to date disagree with ob
servation in many important respects The upper limit to global
warming in the present analysis is based on the earths known
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response to the known increases in greenhouse gases that have
al^adyjcc^^
^ last JOO ^a^
^ ^
^
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in the 21st century.
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restructure the economy of the United States.
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